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1 - the life of tails the fox

                                the life of tails the fox
(a day after my story)
dash:so that what happen
sonic:so everyone look just like us
dash:yea
tails:wow that cool
dash:and rouge come back to life and amy
mina:aww i like me and cassy the only girls here
dash:and they said she come back one of these story
cassy:damn it i mean ...
sonic:that the first cassy every said that one
mina:*laugh*the first time
cassy:*jump on mina*shut up
mina:*still laughing*ok i will
(the next day after school)
tails:sonic wait up*run up to him*
sonic:hey tails
tails:sonic do you have any plans
sonic:mina make my plans
tails:good she not here so can you come with me to my house
sonic:yea i can
tails:ok let go
(half way to tails house)
tails:so is that cool or what
sonic:*wake up* ho yea it is
tails:you did not hear word i said
sonic:well i hear cool or what sorry tails
tails:it ok*look sad hold his head down*
sonic:hey tails
tails:yea
sonic:who is that
(a light blue fox with with two tails just like tails with a blue shirt with black shorts same age as tails run
right in to tails)
sonic:owwww
tails:can you plz get up
girl:*get off of tails* help that guy is comeing after me
guy: *runing a sonic and tails and the girl*
tails:*get up and hit him with has tails*
guy:*run away*
girl:thank you
tails:your welcome
sonic:what your name



sky:my name is sky the fox
sonic:nice name my name is sonic the hedgehog and has name is
tails:ahhhhhh*blushing*
sonic:tails the fox
sky:thank you for help me tails
tails:your welcome
sky:i have you really get home
tails:we will take you
sky:to make sure that guy will not to get me again
tails:yea
                                to be cont



2 - the life of tails the fox

                                the life of tails the fox
(at sky house)
sky: here we are
tails:wow
sonic:big house
sky:you two want to come in
sonic:i have to do something
tails:me too
sky:ok bye
sonic:*walk away*bye
tails:*walk away with sonic*bye
sonic:so tails your going to show mw something
tails:sonic can i show you some other time
sonic:yea where you going
tails:to see mina and cassy
sonic:ok bye*run away*
tails:*run to mina house*
(at mina house)
tails:*knoct on the door*
cassy:*open the door* hey tails
tails:hey are you two doing something
cassy:no come on in
mina:hey tails
jake:hey tails
tails:hey can i talk to all of you about some thing
mina:yea go a ahead
tails:well there is this girl i
cassy:love
mina:cassy
cassy:what i do
mina:go a ahead tails
tails:and i want to know how to tell her
mina:tails come here
tails:*walk to mina and sit down by her*
mina:tails how many time have you hear be your self
jake:she right that what happen in a lot of cartoon
tails:but that a cartoon
cassy:but this is a story
tails:but she would not want to have a nerd for a boyfriend
mina:your not a nerd
cassy:and where did boyfriend come from
jake where did nerd come from first



tails:well the kid a call people who are smart that
mina:do they call you that
tails:no
jake:wow
mina:just be your self tails
                                to be cont



3 - the life of tails the fox

                                        the life of tails the fox
(the next day at school outside)
dash:man that teacher suck he give us 30 page of home work to do in 3 days
cassy:that nothing we have to do 60 in 2
dash:you got nothing again sonic
sonic:yeah*smile at them* some time it good to be a hero
tails:i got home work
dash:but homework is for people who get f and between a+ and we all know you get over a+ so what
happen
tails:i got 92
cassy:oh a gosh a-
dash:wow that a first
sonic:yea it is
tails:i was thinking about something
cassy:or someone
sonic:someone who i bet it blaze she always mess with me and tails
dash:no it not her
sonic:*get ready to chase her down* all man
tails:*see sky beening taking away*sonic
sonic:not right now tails
sky:help
tails:i guess it up to me*fly to where they are taking sky*
(at a old were house)
tails:(land and open the door and get hit in the head*owwww*pass out*
(back with sonic and after school)
sonic:dash have you seen tails
dash:no and oh yea cassy want me to ask you if the girl tails like is cute
sonic:yea she ok
dash:hope she as a older sister
sonic:dash i got to go
dash:ok seeya
sonic:*run around the hole school looking for tails*no where
mina:*see sonic run by* what up with sonic
jake: let go see get on my back
mina:what
jake:just get on
mina:*get on jake back*
jake:hang on *run at super sonic speed*
mina:i did not know you happen super speed
jake:i have the power of the wind too
mina:cool
jake:sonic



sonic:*look behide him and see jake and mina*0_0 wow jake can run at my speed*stops*
jake:*stop*sonic what with the run around school
sonic:what with you and super speed
jake:you first
(the speaker come on)
speaker:there are to kid missing tails the fox and sky the fox if you know where they are come to the
office thank you
sonic:what the
mina:tails is missing
sonic:and so is sky
jake:who sky
sonic:that the girl tails like
mina:is she cute
sonic:*look at mina funny*
mina:what
                                        to be cont



4 - the life of tails the fox

                                        the life of tails the fox
(with tails)
sky:tails tails
tails:*wake up*what happen
sky:you got hit in the head
tails:oh yea where are we
sky:in some room
tails:ow my head hurt
sky:they did get you good
tails:i know where is the door i think i can open it
sky:over there
(at mina house)
sonic:this is geting us no where just siting here
dash:but what can we do we have no lead to where tails and sky is
sonic:i know and it my fault i did not listen to tails i am just want him to be ok
mina:i hopeing tails and sky are ok
*door ring*
cassy:i got it*get out of her chair and walk to the door and open the door*
blaze:hey cassy
sonic:evil has came in the house
blaze:where my favoite hedgehog
sonic:dash your a hedgehog too
sonic:no i am a no fur tail fox
jake:cool you are
sonic:yea i am no you dum
blaze:hey sonic
sonic:bye blaze:*run away*
blaze*grab sonic needle and hold him there*sonic i hear what happen too tails and so did jack
jack:yea we did
blaze:we saw where tails when to
knuckles: so where is he
blaze :in someold ware house
jake: there are a lot of ware house in this city
sonic:blaze can you let go of my needle
blaze:*let go of sonic needle*
sonic:thank you now what ware house
(at the ware house)
tails:and just a little more and
(the door fall down)
sky:that cool you have a bean in you watch
tails:you really think so
sky:yeah i like smart people



tails:me too
guy:where do you two think your going
sky:home
guy:maybe he is but your not
sky: and what make you think that
guy:*kick tails and grab sky and run*
tails:*trip the guy and grab sky hand and run*we got to find a way out
                                to be cont



5 - the life of tails the fox

                                        the life of tails the fox
(near where tails and sky are)
sonic:so are you sure tails and sky are at this ware house
blaze:for the last time yes and yes to all the time you are going to ask me
mina:come on sonic i think blaze would know if she seen a two tail brown fox*kiss sonic on his
nose*come down tails will be ok
sonic:yeah your right
(with tails and sky)
sky:tails we can stop we lost him
tails:*stop* we did
sky yea and my leg is hurting*sit down on the ground*
tails:are you ok
sky:yea my leg need a test i hit it when we first meet
tails:*walk to her and get on his kens and look at her leg*right here
sky:yea
(at the door of the ware house)
blaze:here we are
sonic:*try to open the door*lock*try to kick down the door* my foot*jump up and down*
blaze:let me try*kick the door and it falls down*
dash:nice kick
(all of them walk in)
mina:big ware house
dash:maybe we should try to find tails as two and there
mina:yea blaze jack you go with sonic
sonic:o...k
blaze:come on sonic
jack:yea
sonic:ok *walk off with blaze and jack*
blaze:so who is sky
(12 min later)
sonic: that how tails and sky got kidnapped *walk up to a door*
blaze:sound like your fault
sonic:please do not rub it in
man:what the password
sonic:if i do not find my friend my foot is going up your
blaze:sonic
sonic:what
jack:the kids are reading
sonic:ok i'm goneing to kick you
blaze:sonic we told you
sonic:i was going to said butt
blaze:oh ok



man:that not the password
blaze:can i take cure of this
sonic:be my gusst
blaze:*kick down the door*
man:damn
blaze: *step on were a man hurts*you are not suppose to say that
(with dash and mina)
mina:do you think sonic and blaze are geting along
dash:i do not hear nothing
mina:i gusst so
dash:wow but we should worry about tails
mina:yea so do you think tails and sky will get together
dash:why are you asking me about this why not cassy or blaze
mina:because they are not here
(with tails and sky)
tails:they are come
sky:i know
man:you two stop
sky:is that sonic up a head
tails:yea and blaze *yell*sonic
sonic:tails we got to get out of here
tails:i know
dash:hey guys
sonic:ok everyone here
(is that cool or what)
sonic:*wake up* oh yea tails
tails:you did not hear a word i said
sonic:well i hear cool or what*think*(talk about deja vu
                        the end
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